Affiliate Email
Context: This email can be used in 2 ways. You can use it to
contact someone who has never heard of the brand or
company. Or you can have affiliates send it to their list. For it
to work, it will have to be used in conjunction with a free
guide, course, or Book we can give away as a free bonus
with/alongside TETROGEN.
The first paragraph is a personalized intro that affiliates on
clickbank can use or owners of the email list can use to
warm them up to the email. This would work as a great email
swipe on clickbank.
For the guide, we can use the guide I’m putting together for
the email list building freebie. We can get it printed out and
send it along with their bottle of Tetrogen. Send me an email
and we can discuss. This email KILLS IT for cold email and
bought lists.
Headline 1: Confirm Address For Your Complimentary
Guide
Headline 2: Confirm Address For Your Free Guide
Headline 3: Please Confirm Your Details…
Headline 4: End your cellulite

Headline 5: Why are pharma companies not telling you
this…
Sometimes, we hear about products that are popular with
American women. Here are the details of a product we think
will help you…
OR
Hey NAME,
I often share different natural ways to melt away fat and
cellulite – methods which are proven by science to work.
Sometimes I come across methods which have been hidden
from you by mainstream doctors and nutritionists.
In the message below, our friends from Tetrogen Nutrition
reveal another…
To Your Health And Success,
Jane Doe
Affliliate Team
******
Dear Reader,

Today only, this CONTROVERSIAL guide is being offered to
a group of American women…
For FREE – (Get the details here. No scams or hidden
shipping fees)
We have blurred the cover for privacy reasons...
Image Of Book/Guide/Cover that’s blurred with “Click To
View” on the blurred image
Inside, you’ll discover 3 powerful methods to optimize your
hormones to get rid of MUFFIN TOP, CELLULITE, and
BLOATING.
The methods this guide reveals are proven by science but
are being denied by our government to protect
pharmaceutical company profits.
You can use them at home – and they don’t require strict
diets or hours of exercise.
(VIEW THE GUIDE HERE)
This guide is free to a small group of American women –
but copies are very limited. Please go here to get more
details and reserve your exclusive copy now.

Kindest Regards,
NAME OF TETROGEN REPRESENTATIVE,
Title of representative
P.S. If you’re struggling with diabetes, thyroid problems, or
stubborn body fat – this guide is life-changing. Don’t let the
big-pharma companies hide the truth from you – reserve
your FREE copy here

